


 
Company presentation 


VANFLET is a young french company specialized in the conception, the production 
 and the sale of top range and innovative musical amplifiers material. The brand  
has commercialized its first product, a tube guitar amplifier, in march 2017.  In  
the beginning of 2019, VANFLET’s catalogue presents more than fifteen products.  

The innovations brought by the brand are essentially functionnal innovations.  
VANFLET’s material differs from the concurrency by its sound quality, its design,  
its customizability and especially its weight. Thus, VANFLET guitar and bass 
amplifiers are, on average, twice lighter than our competitors. 

Part of Station F incubator in 2018, the company produces its catalogue as a 
whole in its 340 m² Normand workshop, where there is also a testing studio.  
While the company has started in the attic of a linen factory, VANFLET now de-
velops its products with semi-industrial processes.   

VANFLET is already well developed in France, where many artists represent the 
brand on stage. Indochine, Yarol Poupaud or Amir, among others, travel through 
French Zeniths with VANFLET’s material. Also very concerned by the develop-
ment of next generations of musicians, VANFLET has created an ecosystem of 
musical support: Team VANFLET. Under the auspices of Yarol Poupaud, five 
young professional bands are being selected, every year, to benefit from musical 
and material accompaniments but also advices and services from VANFLET and 
its partners.  

Definitely modern, the start-up distributes its products mainly on the 
internet where its marketing and communication operates efficiently. 
The brand products also are distributed in different retail stores accross France. 
Generally speaking, VANFLET benefits from a strong visibility from professionals 
and mainstream market, due to a modern and significant brand image.  

Our ambition to become the top brand for new generations of musicians currently 
lead us on the global market. After very successful trade shows in Paris or Lon-
don, VANFLET has exhibited at the 2019 NAMM Show, in Anaheim, where the 
brand was selected among the eleven most emerging brands. 

Other activities surround the company who developed, in the end of 2018, an 
oriented hard-rock second amplifier brand:  « Felon ».  
Equally aware of new ways of distribution, the company is currently testing the 
development of a private sales website, dedicated to musical material.   

VANFLET hencefoth aspires to develop its brand and its distribution abroad,  
where discussions are already set up.
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Managing Team:


Guillaume VANFLETEREN 
guillaume@vanflet.com +33621011225


Damien ROUSSEL 
damien@vanflet.com +33640146218

Company: 
Name: VANFLET SAS 
Activity: Production & Sales of musical 
equipment.

Création date:  10/16 
1st product launch : 03/17 
Products number in Catalogue: 15+

Web sites: 
www.vanflet.com 
www.team-vanflet.com 
www.felon-amps.com 
www.musicprivateshop.com

Project advancement 
Commercialisation & International 
Development
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